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NHS bargaining and professionalism at local level

ROGER DYSON

In an earlier article' I outlined the progress
being made towards implementing Lord
McCarthy's proposals for collective bargaining
and joint consultative machinery in employing
authorities. This article looks at the principal
industrial relations issues facing those who are
to consult and negotiate in areas and districts.
The decision to establish multidisciplinary

joint committees has stemmed from the need,
either on the management side or on the staff
side, to achieve some specific objective.
Occasionally management has taken the
initiative in order to achieve a mutually
agreeable joint committee structure when it
has seen the opportunity to do this without
producing friction between different staff-side
organisations. More frequently, however, the
specific need has been to establish mutually
agreeable procedures for handling disciplinary
and dismissal matters or grievances. In the
latter case a motivating factor has often been
the desire to establish a procedure for dis-
cussion before industrial action, usually but
not always by ancillary staff. Another in-
creasingly important reason in the last 12
months has been the pressure from staff-side
trade unions representing craftsmen and
ancillary staff for establishing union member-
ship agreements (UMAs). Despite the often
limited objectives, once these joint committees
have been established they are rarely short of
work. There is now the additional need to
establish health and safety committees and
to review time-off arrangements and training
facilities for union stewards as a result of
recent legislation.2
Most hospital medical staff have not yet

seen the relevance of these issues to them-
selves. It is still the exception for the staff
side of joint committees to include a medical
member. Those who have taken on this
responsibility are pioneers on behalf of their
profession' and, in some cases, are people not
fully representative of medical opinion.
Securing medical interest has been an uphill
struggle both for the converts in the medical
profession and for administrators who are
anxious to have a medical voice on the staff
side of the multidisciplinary committees.
But events in the last 18 months have increased
the possibility of medical interest and
participation.

Collective bargaining for doctors

Many of the existing multidisciplinary
joint committees are composed of representa-
tives from functional panels that may or may
not meet separately to discuss matters of
exclusive concern to their functions. Whatever
the structure, ancillary staff and craftsmen
are likely to negotiate with their managers
because of their method of payment. Problems
concerning the implementation, maintenance,
and review of incentive bonus schemes are
frequently matters of local negotiation, and

the application of national grading criteria
sometimes creates contentious bargaining
problems. Overtime and manning levels are
also local bargaining issues which affect
employment and income. In the past these
matters have been of little or no concern to
hospital medical staff because their contracts
have been determined by collective bargaining
at national level and their incomes by the
independent Review Body on Doctors' and
Dentists' Remuneration. The junior doctors'
contract and the imminent new consultants'
contract have changed matters permanently.
Junior doctors bargain individually on matters
affecting their income and this has already
given way to more systematic collective
bargaining between management and local
medical staff in some districts.

Many bargaining issues

There are many issues for bargaining.
Managements' need to control costs at local
level has obviously encouraged them to seek
to control UMTs. Managements insist on
having copies of rotas and are now beginning
to be concerned in determining rotas, or at
least in questioning apparent anomalies. Some
personnel officers have been assisted in this
activity by the jealousy between medical
firms where the opportunity for UMTs
differs or where the work load is regarded as
being much higher, UMT for UMT. There is
also the question of the distribution between
A and B units. The potential for B units
declined rapidly after the second stage of the
junior doctors' settlement, and some health
districts have no B units at all. Others still
maintain a proportion of B units and are
faced with increasing pressure from medical
staff who transfer between districts and so
experience different management philosophies.
One particular variation is the payment of
one or two UMTs for "flexibility." This is
linked to the whole question of the conditions
that should apply when one person is standing
in for another owing to sickness or other
cause of absence. All this is the direct result
of the junior doctors' contract. The possibility
of variable income at local level means also
the possibility of variable costs for the
authority. In an age of cash limits authorities
have to try to control costs and regulate the
extent of medical extra duty. Because of the
complexities, variations and anomalies abound
and the inevitable result is to bring doctors
and managers into face-to-face negotiations.

Medical JSCCs?

The new consultants' contract will create
similar problems for consultant staff. Areas
and districts will develop their own arrange-
ments for agreeing and policing extra sessions

and this will undoubtedly be difficult because
of long-established traditions of work and
because of local variations. The two sessions
for administration and on call create
opportunities for adjustment in determining
local work load and income, subject only to
the ability of the authority to pay and the
skills of managers in resisting. As with the
junior doctors, this is likely to begin with
individual bargaining between consultants
and managers and gradually move towards
collective bargaining as management seeks to
impose tighter controls and greater uniformity.
The new contracts have changed the character
of the relationship between authorities and
hospital medical staff. The new contracts will
require medical staff to be concerned in pay
issues locally and this will provide the neces-
sary stimulus for the formation of joint com-
mittees for the medical profession. The timing
of the creation of these committees will
depend on the speed of the move from
individual to collective bargaining and on the
speed with which BMA work-place repre-
sentatives are appointed in hospitals.
Once medical and dental staff functional

joint committees have been established, their
participation in multidisciplinary joint com-
mittees at area and district level will become
almost automatic. As these multidisciplinary
committees come to discuss the wider issues of
staffing, hospital closures, and the allocation
of resources it will in any case be recognised
as increasingly important for medical staff to
be represented on both sides of the com-
mittees if they are to protect their own work
and resources adequately.
These changes are likely to be unattractive

to many doctors who have spent their careers
in a different and professionally dominated
environment. I have outlined them not with
the zeal of advocacy but simply to identify
the inevitable direction of recent events and
developments in the NHS. The Service
cannot go back to a golden age of tranquillity.
The sooner this is accepted the sooner it will
be possible to give serious attention to the
problems of preserving the principles of
professionalism on which the continued
provision of health care depends.
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